
EDUCATION
Hyper Island
- Design Lead, Full-time diploma, 2022 - 2023

Malmö University
- Industrial design, Bachelor of Science, 2010 - 2013
- Major in Materials and Product development.

Linneaus University
- Interaction design, Bachelor of Science, 2007 -  2010
- Major in Information systems.

EXPERIENCE
Industrial & Graphic designer
Final fox AB, 2018 - current
- Taking on mixed comissions mostly within graphic design but also some industrial design projects, consisting of 
everything from logo designs to creating manuals, 3d models and drawings on products.

On-air talent
Final fox AB, 2018 - current
- I've been working as a esport broadcast talent ever since I retired as a professional player, mainly working as a 
  analyst & commentator, from time to time also done some smaller side content shows as well.
  I've been part of all major and international events for the past few years in PUBG but also a few in PUBGM, working 
  all around the world, everywhere from North America, to Europe and Asia.
- Worked with tournament organizers such as: Tencent, Gloot, Banana culture, ESL, Dreamhack, Starladder & OGN.
- Started off with a talent agency but later I decided to go freelance instead and started up my own company.

Head coach
Alliance, OpTic gaming & Heroic, 2018 - 2020
- I've coached some of the top teams in PUBG, making sure the players progress and becomes better while also 
  working on their weaknesses and trying to turn them into strengths instead.
- Except for coaching the teams I was also the team manager, making sure everything would be as smooth as 
  possible for the players while being away on bootcamp and tournaments.
- I coached the following teams: Alliance(Gothenburg), Why Tempt Fate(Los Angeles) & Omaken sports(Oslo)

Professional player
Penta sports, 2017 - 2018
- Professional esport player and captain for Penta sports in PUBG, we were one of the first signed teams in 
  PUBG and competed in the first ever arena event for PUBG IEM XII Oakland, and much more.

Co-founder & Industrial designer
MÚK, 2012 - 2019
- Founded the design studio with a companion during our studies, from the beginning my responsibilities was 
  focused on coming up with new concept and ideas, all the economy in the business, event planning for different 
  exhibition & showrooms, client relationships.
- After a few years my partner decided to leave for another opportunity while I stayed and kept running the studio 
  and mainly doing product development and some graphical design projects.
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ABOUT ME
I always want to be the best at what I do no matter what it is, therefore I make things happen, and I’m not a stranger 
of pushing myself to achieve new heights even when being outside of my comfort zone.
My passion lays within being creative and to use my creativity for different tasks, may it be coming up with ideas and
turning these into reality, solving different kind of problems or to lead and guide other people in the right direction.
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SKILLS
Industrial design
Graphic design
Interaction design
Concept development
Product development
Project management
Leadership

LANGUAGE
Swedish (native)
English (bilingual)
Cantonese (speech)

TOOLS
Figma
Adobe Indesign
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Premier
Adobe After effects
Solid works
Keyshot
Office/Google docs

EXPERIENCE
Industrial designer
Minus-tio, 2015 - 2016
- Worked part time for the design studio doing everything from improvements to help out with storage and shipping.

Industrial designer
Hagerling form, 2012 - 2012
- It started off with a internship during my studies, but as the internship ended I was asked to stay and do some part 
  time work for the studio to help them finish the projects but also with some upcoming projects as well.
- Most of the projects was focused on industrial design but I also worked on a few more interaction design 
  focused projects as well, clients such as IKEA and Sagaform.

Product developer & Graphic designer
Alem teknik AB, 2007 - 2014
- My main responsibility was working as a product developer, 3d modelling and making drawings of the products that
  was requested from the clients, these products were then manufactured in China, mainly working with products 
  made out of different steel alloys.
- I also worked with a lot of graphical designs for the company, such as ads, technical manuals, brochures, 
  instruction manuals etc.

Board member
Formgalleriet, 2011 - 2012
- I was mainly helping out on planning and determining what designers to bring up for the upcoming exhibits and to 
  make sure that everything was running accordingly to the plans.

Event manager & Team leader
Linnéstudenterna, 2008 - 2010
- One of the main events I was responsible for was a annual event, due to too few tickets sold they had to cancel one
  year and that's when I was asked to bring the event back to its former glory during the upcoming year.
  At the ticket release it took less then 5 minutes before we managed to sell all the regular tickets but also spare 
  tickets, and the event was a great success and carried on years afterwards as well.
- I also lead a team of workers for the student night club and bar(2 different locations), all the workers was working 
  volunteering and it was different positions everything from bartenders, chefs, dishwashers, bouncers etc.

Board member & Event manager
SPIIK student association, 2008 - 2010
- I sat on the board for two years voicing a lot of students towards the school itself, but also I was the event manager
  holding several big events, one of the two main events was the yearly introduction of new students, basically it's 2 
  weeks of introduction with events everyday making sure that the new students not only got to know one and each 
  other, but also the city, the school and everything around is as many moved over there without knowing anyone or
  the city itself. The other main even was a annual party with around 400 guests from around the country, gathered 
  for a 4 days event filled with activities throughout the days, with around 80 people volunteering to make sure the 
  event could take place and keep its budget.
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